THE MAGIC OF THINKING RICH DAY- 11 SUMMARY (ENGLISH)

GIVE TO RECEIVE THE CORE PRINCIPLE BEHIND LOA
The Magic of Thinking Rich Season-4 Day-11 by Coach BSR starts with the testimonial
videos, BSR Sir’s achievements, and all information on page
https://www.askbsr.com/live in detail.
YouTube live link, Free Webinars, Morning Meditation link, Become a Volunteer,
Contribute and Donate, Summary, Free courses & Gifts, Contests and winners,
Testimonial videos, Mission, Social Media Handles etc.

Give to Receive, Cause and Effect. The Core Principle:
BSR welcomes everyone on day 11, 50 percent journey completed today. Life is
changing with the learnings from The Magic Of Thinking Rich. We have learnt that our
Subconscious Mind develops a habit, a behaviour and we will see the practical
explanation of how to leave or adapt any habit.
The powerful session starts with a powerful round of celebration on the song
“Soch Se Hum Taqdeer Badal Den…” BSR asks to give “High-five”, “Jaadu ki
Jhappi” to people around and say “You Rock”.

BSR talks about people who are afraid of taking risks and are confused in making
decisions in life. These people refrain from achieving success. Any decision must be
taken within 24 hours of thought that arises in mind.
It takes a decade to create a foundation of an extraordinary success. BSR Sir gives an
example of Chinese bamboo. Initial years of its plantation, for 4-5 years there is invisible
growth in the roots underground which is the foundation being created for the future
extraordinary growth above ground level. It requires all sorts of nurturing of its soil,
water, sunlight etc and once there is a breakthrough observed in its shoot then after
nothing can stop the bamboo to grow exponentially. Within one year it becomes 50 to
70 feet tall.
Focus on your Goal for 10 yrs. Until the age of 35, generally experiments are done to
create a foundation, after 35 the stability is seen in maximum people. 40 is the average
right age to get stability and after that success is achieved. This is eye opening.
Success takes time, patience of 15 to 20 yrs for fruitful results for future. But youngsters
of today are anxious for fast money and growth. Learn from the mistakes and prepare
for 10 years to achieve stability and a successful career. Expectations must be a
decade till then focus and execute. When you focus on creating a great foundation,
success is also great.
Anxiety or desperation in mind creates negativity, this creates a distance or gap
between you and your goals.
BSR Sir explains the 4 Pillars required for LOA to work with examples from the
Mahabharata.
The first pillar is “Turn your Desire into a Burning Desire”. Do not confuse
Despiration with the Burning Desire. Desperation for the result is the feeling of doubt.
Arjun had a Burning Desire while Duryodhan had Desperation. Arjun was focused,
peaceful and positive towards his goal. He gave energy in creating hope. Whereas
Duryodhan was desperate which is a negative feeling hence he focused and put his
energy in creating doubt.
BSR Sir gave a powerful Mantra that he learnt in happy moments shivir: When there is
no way, "LET HIM SEE"
Understanding through an example of a mobile phone and its sim card: The owner of
the mobile can dial any number and it gets connected to that number. Suppose If the

mobile becomes egoistic then imagine the scenario thereafter. But mobile is just an
instrument. It is the owner of the mobile that needs to be worried about any positive or
negative message or a call.
Similarly our body is an instrument, the Subconscious Mind is the sim card. SCM is the
Inner power. In case of any challenge, this SCM plants the thoughts in our mind and
when things get out of control use this powerful Mantra “LET HIM SEE”, leave the work
on him (the God) but you need to put your efforts, work hard, build strategies and do
your part that is in your control.
2nd Mantra: “LOAD MAT LO '', the things that have to happen will happen. The things
that had already happened let it go, “LOAD MAT LO”.
STORY 1: Mike is an employee of Bill Gates. He is a very high performer, always
staying happy and energetic. One day he was sad, he was working till late. Bill Gates
saw him like this for the first time hence he offered him a help, lift to drop him at his
home. Mike agreed and both reached his place where he invited Bill inside his
home.They entered inside, there was a tree in front of his home. Mike holds the tree
and transforms into an energetic person instantaneously from a very sad one. He goes
inside and greets wife and children with happiness.
Bill asks about the transformation that he saw with Mike. He answered that the tree is
the special “Problem Tree”,when something was out of his control, he transferred his
worries to that problem tree and said “LET HIM SEE”. As those problems did not
belong to his home, he did not carry them inside.
We take all problems home. Almost everybody and the negative energy is created on
both sides. In such cases, using the powerful mantra “LET HIM SEE” helps to stay
positive.
Important Announcements: BSR Sir talks about morning free meditation that can
be joined using page link https://www.askbsr.com/live
Story 2: Rajesh was a very nice person who died one day. Yamraj took him with him but
got confused with Heaven or Hell as Rajesh had done good and bad deeds equally in
life. He called a meeting with Chitragupt and all others. He asked Rajesh where he
wanted to go. He decided to experience both hell and heaven before choosing one.
They first took the lift to hell. It was a beautiful place, he wanted to live here before he
could finish deciding. He felt hungry and went to the dining hall. He was surprised to see
a variety of delicious looking food but still people screaming, fighting, beating each

other. He saw the sign board on the wall that said “USE YOUR HANDS TO EAT”. He
could then notice their elbow which was straight. No bending movement. That's the
reason they could not enjoy the food. Rajesh got scared and decided to go to Heaven.
Now they headed towards Heaven, he observed the same grand welcome there as well.
He wanted to reach the dining hall. He was again surprised to see the same sign board
as in Hell. “USE YOUR HANDS TO EAT”. Same situation but everyone celebrated in
Heaven because they could eat food in spite of no bending movement in their elbows. It
was because they were feeding each other.
Universe has the power to give you everything. In Heaven people’s mentality was to
give, whereas in hell it was to get. Giving or getting makes a huge difference. Are we
giving the best or are we trying to get the best. This has to be understood.
The core principle behind LOA is GIVE TO RECEIVE:
BSR Sir explains how the LOA works on giving. That's why we see that donations are
given importance in every religion. 1% to 10% of one’s earnings must be donated to
receive more from the Universe. When you donate and help the needy, you get back
manifolded.
Donate >>Ask >> Believe >> Receive.
GIVE TO RECEIVE. Generate this power, the confidence to donate of your choice. It
also gives the Confidence to earn, donate blindly and see the results.
Announcements:
visit Page https://www.askbsr.com/live for all the information and stay up to date.
BSR Sir reminds the viewers that on 5th Sept, while officially attempting The World
Record, they invite maximum people to support the mission as the Guru Dakshina
towards the learnings he has made possible to everyone at the comfort of their home.

“IF YOU SUPPORT THE WORLD SELFLESSLY, THE WHOLE UNIVERSE
SUPPORTS YOU ENDLESSLY”

Sir says a big Thank you to all for their love and support and ends today's
session with the powerful round of celebration.
Tomorrow Day 12 will be on a very powerful ATTITUDE.

THANK YOU

